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Optimal Placement of Wind Turbines Using Novel Binary Invasive Weed Optimization
Mehmet BEŞKİRLİ, İsmail KOÇ, Halife KODAZ
Abstract: Wind turbines – which are significant in terms of clean energy production globally – are environmentally friendly, consistent and economical systems. Wind
turbines, due to developing technology, have become one of the most widely used renewable energy resources, and every country has worked to satisfy its electricity
demands with the help of wind energy. As the importance of wind energy increases all around the world, the importance of wind turbine placement also rises. In this study,
the aim was to position wind turbines over a certain area of a wind farm to obtain maximum turbine power with minimum investment cost, thereby achieving the highest
power efficiency. The experimental studies were conducted over a 2×2 km area; this area was divided into a 10×10 grid, and a 20×20 grid for more efficient placement.
Because these operations occurred in a binary search space, Invasive Weed Optimization (IWO) – normally used to solve unceasing optimization problems – was used in
this study by obtaining fourteen different binary Invasive Weed Optimization (BIWO1 to BIWO14) algorithms with the help of ten different transfer functions (four from the sshaped family, four from the v-shaped family, two based on modulo 2, ceil, ceil-round, ceil-floor and round-floor). The proposed method was compared with other studies
carried out in the binary search space found in published literature. As a result, it was seen that the proposed algorithm was an efficient algorithm for solving the problem of
wind turbine placement to achieve an optimal placement.
Keywords: binary invasive weed optimization; optimization; renewable energy; wind turbine placement problem

1

INTRODUCTION

Energy is an essential element in the world and the
basis for the realization of all activities – past, present or
future – especially in industry, technology, transportation
and communication. The continuous increase in energy
demand, as well as the limited and exhaustible traditional
resources, has forced humanity to find and develop
alternative energy sources. Wind is one of the most
promising alternative energy resources. All kinds of energy
systems, such as geothermal, ocean, wind, solar and
hydropower are natural energy resources [1, 2]. Because
renewable energy systems are stable, consistent,
environmentally-friendly and economical, wind turbines
are one of the most inclusive energy resources used all
around the world [3, 4]. The reason for this is that a higher
efficiency is obtained when converting wind into
electricity, and there is wind capacity that can meet future
energy demand [5]. Although wind turbines are the most
powerful alternative in energy production, the efficiency of
turbines becomes very low if wind turbines are not
properly positioned [6]. Careful and rigorous work is
necessary while constructing a wind farm. In other words,
positioning wind turbines is very significant because it
affects the turbine efficiency [2, 7, 8, 9].
The first researchers to use optimization methods for
wind turbine placement problem was Mosetti et al. [10].
They used the Genetic Algorithm (GA) to position turbines
on a wind farm. They applied 0- or 1-type solution coding
by dividing the wind farm into square grids. In another
study, Grady et al. [11] used a GA, consisting of 600
individuals and 3000 generations, to determine an
improved placement layout for wind turbines. Marmidis et
al. organized 100 square cells using the Monte Carlo
Simulation Method – a mathematical and statistical method
[12]. Gonzalez et al. used the Evolutionary Algorithm (EA)
to optimize a turbine arrangement on a wind farm [13].
Pookpunt and Ongsakul used the Binary Particle Swarm
Optimization (BPSO) to optimally position wind turbines
into a cell-area, consisting of 100 squares and reported that
the cost per power generated was lowered [14]. Wanger et
al. carried out a study about the maximum energy
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generation from the wind power plant by placing wind
turbines on a specific land [15]. Changshui et al. applied
the Lazy Greedy algorithm to solve the turbine placement
problem by using the Jensen vortex model. Shakoor et al.
solved the turbine placement problem by taking account of
the wind farm area and the upstream wind speed that are
not available in published literature [17].
In this study, two different grid structures of 10×10 and
20×20 were used on the wind turbine farm for more
successful and efficient turbine placement. The BIWO
algorithm was proposed to optimally position turbines on
these grids. The results obtained from the proposed method
were compared with those obtained from Mosetti et al. [10]
and Grady et al. [11], and it was seen that the most
successful method for the turbine placement was BIWO.
In the following sections, the second covers material
and methods, the third outlines the application of the
BIWO algorithm to wind turbines, the fourth lists the
experimental results and the fifth section presents the
conclusions and suggestions for future study.
2 MATERIAL AND METHODS
2.1 Wind Turbine Placement Problem
Wind turbines cause changes in wind speed due to their
rotor blades. Turbines behind other wind turbine rotor
blades are affected by this speed change. Therefore, an
analytical wake model, called the Jensen wake model, was
used to find the actual wind speed by calculating the speed
changes experienced by each wind turbine. The model,
which uses the principle of conservation of momentum, is
shown in Fig. 1.
In Fig. 1 – shown by the shaded area – the area of the
vortex effect extends downwards and the vortex force
decreases. The codes of the formulas used to calculate the
objective function are obtained from the codes in Mittal's
thesis [19]. Fig. 2 is the procedure for objective function.
The shaded area in Fig. 1 shows the area of the vortex
effect widening, and the vortex force weakening. The
velocity, u, in the vortex and the downward distance, x, in
the turbine is given by Eq. (1):
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Where u0 is the free flow velocity, a is the axial induction
factor and α is the drag constant; r is the turbine diameter
and the initial vortex diameter. The thrust coefficient of the
wind turbine, CT, is calculated using Eq. (2):
=
CT 4a (1 − a )

(2)

where z is the hub height of the wind turbine and z0 is the
terrain roughness.
Assuming that the kinetic energy gap of a mixed vortex
is equal to the sum of all energy gaps, N, the downstream
velocity of a turbine is calculated using Eq. (5):
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The total power output of all wind turbines in the wind
farm was calculated using Eq. (6):

=
PT

N

∑ i =1 0.3 × u 3

(6)

The cost model presented in Eq. (7) was created by Mosetti
[10]. The model was based on the number of wind turbines
in the wind farm. This equation assumes that the cost of
building a turbine is 1 and the maximum cost reduction
would be 1/3rd when multiple wind turbines were installed.
The remaining 2/3rds cost was assessed as fixed. A cost
model was chosen to determine the cost of the wind farm
and is given in Eq. (7). The chosen model has also been
used in previous studies. [10, 14, 20].

Figure 1 Schematic of the Jensen wake model [18]
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The objective function given in Eq. (8) is used to obtain the
maximum turbine power with the minimum investment
cost in a wind farm [19]. The minimum cost is calculated
per unit of generated power.
Objective function =

Cost
.
PT

(8)

2.2 Invasive Weed Optimization (IWO)

Figure 2 Procedure for Objective function [15]

The downstream wind radius is (r1) and is calculated
using Eq. (3):
r1 = rr

1− a
1 − 2a

(3)

The drag coefficient, α, is calculated using Eq. (4).

α=

0.5
 z 
ln  
 z0 
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(4)

IWO is a biologically inspired, numerical, stochastic
optimization algorithm that mimics the natural behaviour
of weeds [21]. The IWO, suggested by Mehrabian and
Lucas in 2006, is used to solve general, multi-dimensional,
linear and non-linear optimization problems [22]. Weeds
tend to colonize for growth and reproduction, and find an
appropriate place [23]. Some distinct characteristics of
IWO compared to other evolutionary algorithms are
reproduction, spatial distribution and the competitive
exclusion method. IWO consists of four basic stages:
Initialization, reproduction, spatial distribution and
competitive exclusion [24, 25].
Initialization stage: The initial weed population W =
(w1, w2, …, wm) represents a trial solution of each
optimization problem at random positions in a ddimensional problem domain.
Reproduction stage: Each member of the population is
allowed to produce seeds, depending on their fitness
values. The production of seeds by a weed depends on its
ability and the fitness of its colony. While a weed produces
more fitness with maximum seeds, they produce the least
fitness with minimum seeds. Thus, the number of seeds
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produced by a weed increases linearly with the maximum
number of seeds for a plant with the best fitness.
Spatial distribution stage: The generated seeds are
randomly distributed and formulated according to Eq. (9)
[22, 26].
=
σ iter

( itermax − iter ) n
( itermax ) n

(σ initial − σ final ) + σ final

(9)

where itermax is the maximum number of iterations, σiter is
the standard deviation for the present time step and n is the
non-linear modulation index.
Competitive exclusion stage: The number of generated
plants in a colony reaches the maximum (Pmax), due to
rapid reproduction. At this stage, the plants having less
fitness are thrown out of the population. This operation
continues until the maximum number of iterations, or other
terminating criterion, is reached. The plant with the best
fitness is selected as the most suitable solution.

3

WIND TURBINE PLACEMENT OPTIMIZATION WITH
BINARY VARIANTS OF BIWO

The turbine placement problem is a binary problem,
therefore IWO, which has a continuous structure, was
converted to a binary form by applying fourteen different
transfer functions. The fourteen different methods obtained
from the transfer functions were called BIWO1 to
BIWO14. From these methods, the method achieving the
optimal turbine layout result was renamed BIWO. The
transfer functions and methods are shown in Tab. 1 [2731].
14 different binary IWO algorithms were suggested by
using an s-shaped family, a v-shaped family, Mod-A, ModB, ceil, ceil-floor, ceil-round, round-floor transfer
functions. Position vectors were converted into the binary
space by using transfer functions to assign values to be 0
or 1. The flowchart for BIWO is shown in Fig. 3 [23, 32].

Figure 3 Flowchart for BIWO [23, 32]
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Name

S-shaped family
Transfer function

S1 (BIWO1)

T (x) =

S2 (BIWO2)

T (x) =

S3 (BIWO3)

T (x) =

S4 (BIWO4)

T (x) =

Name
Modulo base A (BIWO9)
Modulo base B (BIWO10)
Ceil (BIWO11)
Ceil-Round (BIWO12)

Ceil-Floor (BIWO13)

Round-Floor (BIWO14)

4
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1
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Table 1 Transfer function families
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V1 (BIWO5)
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Transfer function
binaryVector=mod(floor(continuousVector),2);
binaryVector=mod(round(mod(continuousVector),2),2);
binaryVector=mod(ceil(continuousVector),2);
if rand <0.5
binaryVector=mod(ceil(continuousVector),2);
else
binaryVector=mod(round(continuousVector),2);
end
if rand <0.5
binaryVector=mod(ceil(continuousVector),2);
else
binaryVector=mod(floor(continuousVector),2);
end
if rand <0.5
binaryVector=mod(round(continuousVector),2);
else
binaryVector=mod(floor(continuousVector),2);
end

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this study, all results were obtained using the
MATLAB 2014(8.3) program. This study was based on
published literature data that considered the wind to be
unidirectional and moving with a constant velocity of 12
m/s. The wind farm consists of an area of 2000×2000 m.
This area was divided into 10×10 and 20×20 square grids.
Considering international standards, the distance between
the turbines is normally 4 times the diameter (D) [33].
However, some studies used 5D as the distance between
turbines, thus it was taken as 5D in this study [12].
Accordingly, the turbines were positioned to make the
distance between turbines five times the turbine rotor
diameter. A turbine was positioned in the centre of each
square to fulfil this requirement. The experimental study
was carried out using the BIWO algorithm with a starting
population of 50 and a maximum of 1000 iterations. The
maximum number of function evaluations was determined
to be (MaxFES) 6×105 similar to other studies in literature.
These operations were done for the turbine placement
problem by independently running the BIWO algorithm
ten times. The parameters used in the BIWO algorithm are
shown in Tab. 2; the hub height, rotor radius, thrust
coefficient and roughness values of the wind turbines are
shown in Tab. 3. Using these values, twelve algorithms
were applied to the turbine placement problem. The
obtained values and the results are shown in Tabs. 4 and 5,
respectively.
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V-shaped family
Transfer function

Table 2 BIWO Algorithm Parameters

Parameter Name
Number of Maximum Seeds
Number of Minimum Seeds
Number of Maximum Population
Variance Reduction Coefficient
Initial Value of Standard Deviation
Final Value of Standard Deviation

Value

5
1
100
2
0.5
0.001

Tab. 4 shows the results obtained by applying fourteen
different BIWO algorithms to a 10×10 grid. Examining the
results, the s-shaped family functions obtained better
fitness values than the v-shaped family functions. The Ceil
(BIWO11) algorithm, on the other hand, found the best
fitness value among all the algorithms, achieving the
highest performance. In addition, hybrid structures (ceilround (BIWO12), ceil-floor (BIWO13) and round-floor
(BIWO14)) have obtained fitness values close to the
BIWO11 algorithm.
Table 3 Specifications of the wind turbine [14]

Hub height (z, m)
Rotor radius (rr, m)
Thrust coefficient (CT)
Terrain roughness (Z0)

60
40
0.88
0.3

Tab. 5 shows the results obtained by applying fourteen
different BIWO algorithms to a 20×20 grid. It was seen that
the performance of the v-shaped family algorithms was
lower than others. S1 (BIWO1) and Mod-A (BIWO9)
algorithms positioned 55 turbines into an area of 2×2 km
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and it was observed that, although the fitness results
obtained in the turbine placement operation were close to
each other. But the Ceil (BIWO11) algorithm found the
best fitness value among all the algorithms, achieving the
highest performance. In addition, hybrid structures (ceilround (BIWO12), ceil-floor (BIWO13) and round-floor
(BIWO14)) have obtained fitness values close to the
BIWO11 algorithm. For this reason, the best results were
achieved by the Ceil (BIWO11) algorithm in both grid
systems (10×10 and 20×20). In this study, the best
placement was achieved by the BIWO11 algorithm using
the Ceil transfer function and it was renamed BIWO in the
text that follows.
Table 4 shows the results obtained by applying ten different BIWO algorithms to
a 10×10 grid

10×10 grid

Fitness value
(Cost/PT)
BIWO1 (S1)
BIWO2 (S2)
BIWO3 (S3)
BIWO4 (S4)
BIWO5 (V1)
BIWO6 (V2)
BIWO7 (V3)
BIWO8 (V4)
BIWO9 (Mod-A)
BIWO10 (Mod-B)
BIWO11 (Ceil)
BIWO12 (Ceil-Round)
BIWO13 (Ceil-Floor)
BIWO14 (Round-Floor)

0.0015549
0.0015661
0.0016285
0.0016413
0.0016195
0.0016053
0.0016011
0.0016344
0.0015539
0.0015497
0.0015413
0.0015435
0.0015434
0.0015429

Total
power
(PT)
14875
14768
16187
15059
14932
14084
15776
15789
14549
14924
14667
14647
14647
14316

Number
of
turbines
32
32
38
35
34
31
36
37
31
32
31
31
31
30

The area, where both 10×10 and 20×20 grids are used,
is 2×2 km. The most commonly used grid placement model
in the literature is 10×10. However, there has been a study
conducted with GA using a 20×20 grid [34]. This study
was added to Tab. 6 and 7. In the 10x10 grid, the distance
between the grids is 200 m. Therefore, there are a
maximum of 100 locations that turbines can be installed. In
the 20×20 grid, the distance between the grids is 100 m and
there are a maximum of 400 locations that the turbines can
be installed. The wake radius is smaller than the size of the
10×10 grid cells. Thus, turbines are positioned in the radial
direction and closer together in the 20×20 grid cells [34].
Although the potential positions of turbines in a 20×20 grid
are closer to each other, the minimum distance between
turbines was protected. Considering a 10×10 grid, the
proposed method obtained a better result than the study by
Mosetti et al., while it had a closer result to the study by
Grady et al. However, comparing the results of a 20×20
grid with those in published literature, it was seen that the
proposed method had better performance than studies by
Mosetti et al. and Grady et al. in terms of fitness values,
revealing a higher success rate. Because a 20×20 grid used
the search space more effectively, i.e. the number of
independent turbine layouts considerably increased
compared to a 10×10 grid, the performance of the BIWO
algorithm significantly improved. It was observed in Fig. 5
that a 20×20 grid obtained a more flexible layout than a
10×10 grid. In this study, two grids were used for the wind
farm. The first one is the 10×10 grid method consisting of
100 possible locations proposed by Grady et al. The second
one is the 20×20 grid method with 400 potential locations
suggested in recent studies. Wang et al. reported that using
especially a 20×20 grid would give better results [35].

Table 5 shows the results obtained by applying ten different BIWO algorithms to
a 20×20 grid

20×20 grid

Fitness value
(Cost/PT)
BIWO1 (S1)
BIWO2 (S2)
BIWO3 (S3)
BIWO4 (S4)
BIWO5 (V1)
BIWO6 (V2)
BIWO7 (V3)
BIWO8 (V4)
BIWO9 (Mod-A)
BIWO10 (Mod-B)
BIWO11 (Ceil)
BIWO12 (Ceil-Round)
BIWO13 (Ceil-Floor)
BIWO14 (Round-Floor)

0.0014595
0.0015029
0.0015623
0.0015953
0.0015877
0.0015869
0.0015676
0.0015966
0.0014763
0.0015102
0.0014149
0.0014437
0.0014394
0.0014376

Total
power
(PT)
25187
25329
26473
28002
27302
29411
25963
27981
24902
26512
22382
24567
23308
24670

Number of
turbines
55
57
62
67
65
70
61
67
55
60
47
53
50
53

Comparison of the convergence curves of the best
fitness values obtained from a 10×10 grid and a 20×20 grid
is shown in Fig. 4. This figure indicates that the
convergence curve of the proposed algorithm gained
stability at approximately the 3500th generation.
Furthermore, when the turbine farm is represented with a
grid structure consisting of more square cells, it is seen that
the proposed approach produces better solutions.
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Figure 4 Convergence curves of the BIWO algorithm for distinct grid layout

The results of the studies in published literature related
the wind turbine placement problem to a 10×10 and 20×20
grid, like the proposed approach, and these are shown in
Tab. 6 and 7, respectively.
For a 10×10 grid, the results of the turbine placement
problem obtained from Mosetti, Grady and other methods
are compared with the proposed method in Tab. 6. The
fitness value for the turbine placement operation achieved
by the proposed method is 5.09% better than that of
Mosetti and 0.15% better than the other approach. In terms
of total power, the BIWO method produced more energy
than Mosetti did by 18.74% and other methods did by
2.50%. Therefore, according to these results, it was seen
that the BIWO method resulted in a better solution for
turbine placement in a 10×10 grid.
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Figure 5 Wind farm layouts obtained by (a) Grady, (b) proposed method (10×10) and (c) Parada, (d) proposed method (20×20)
Table 6 Comparison of the results obtained for wind farms using 10×10 grid

Method
GA [10]
GA [11]
MILP [36]
BPSO [14]
Lazy Greedy [16]
GA [34]
BIWO
(Proposed
Method)

Total
Power

Power
Average

12352
14310
14310
14310
14310
14310
(14785)

475
477
477
477
477

Number
of
Turbines
26
30
30
30
30

477

30

14667

473

31

Fitness
10−3
1.6197
1.5436
1.5436
1.5436
1.5436
1.5436
(1.4940)

Table 7 Comparison of the results obtained for wind farms using 20×20 grid

1.5413

For a 20×20 grid, the results of the turbine placement
problem obtained from Parada were compared with the
proposed method in Tab. 7. No conformity value was
found from the comparison of the results with Parada for a
20×20 grid; only the total power values were compared.
The proposed method achieved 46.27% more power
generation. While BIWO applied to a 20×20 grid
performed better than all other methods, it also achieved a
very good placement compared to the result of Parada’s
study with GA and a 20×20 grid. Considering these results,
it can be said that the BIWO is a very good algorithm for
the dual turbine placement problem. In Parada’s study, the
Gaussian vortex model was used instead of the Jensen
vortex model. The values given in parentheses in Tabs. 6
and 7 were obtained using the Gaussian vortex model.
According to the Jensen vortex model, the conformity
value obtained seemed to be better due to the difference in
the mathematical calculation. When considering 10×10
Tehnički vjesnik 26, 1(2019), 56-63

grids, the conformity value is 0.0015436 for the Jensen grid
model and 0.0014940 for the Gaussian grid model.
However, these two conformity values were obtained with
the same placement, thus, they should be considered equal.
For a 20×20 grid, although the conformity value was
smaller according to the Gaussian model, BIWO gave a
better result.

Method

Total
Power

Power
Average

GA [34]

-(15302)

Number
of
Turbines

510

30

-(1.4390)

22382

476

47

1.4149

BIWO
(Proposed
Method)

Fitness
10−3

When we examine both the 10×10 and 20×20 grid
systems together, the fitness value for the turbine
placement operation achieved by BIWO is 9.1% better than
that of Grady. In terms of total power, the BIWO method
produced more energy than Grady did by 56.41%.
Therefore, according to these results, it was seen that the
BIWO method resulted in a better solution for turbine
placement.
5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

There are various solution methods for the wind
turbine placement. The original IWO is used to solve
continuous optimization problems. A new and alternative
algorithm (BIWO) was presented to design layouts for an
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efficient wind turbine farm. The model used to calculate
the velocity deficiency between the wind turbines is the
Jensen-based vortex model. It was seen that the proposed
method produced an optimal placement provided that the
distance between turbines was constant. The main reason
for this is the expansion of the search space where turbines
can be placed. In other words, one-square area in a 10×10
grid corresponds to a four-square area in a 20×20 grid. In
an area of 2×2 km, there are 100 turbine-areas in a 10×10
grid, while 400 turbines can be placed in a 20×20 grid. That
is to say, the BIWO algorithm scanned the search space
more effectively. Therefore, the proposed algorithm
achieves minimal annual cost for a wind farm by
positioning wind turbines with minimum wake loss [37].
At the same time, the distance between the turbines
was made to be 5D. The results of the proposed method
were compared with those obtained by other methods in
published literature.
As a result, the proposed method produced a 9.1%
increase in the conformity value, a 56.41% increase in the
total power compared to Grady and a 46.27% increase in
the total power compared to Parada. This proved BIWO to
be an excellent success for the turbine placement problem.
The proposed method can be applied to different
binary problems in the future, or current algorithms in a
modified or hybrid way.
6
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